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Abstract 
In this paper we consider the following problem: Among all bipartite digraphs with n vertices 
and maximum out-degree d, find one for which the s-diameter-vulnerability (the maximum 
diameter of the subdigraphs obtained by deleting s vertices) is as small as possible. We give 
a lower bound and for n = 2(dD-’ + dDm3) we find bipartite digraphs with s-diameter-vulner- 
ability at most one larger than this lower bound. These bipartite digraphs have been studied 
previously by Fiol and Yebra (1990) and found also close to the upper bound on the number of 
vertices for bipartite digraphs with fixed diameter and maximum degree. 
1. Introduction 
Graphs are usually used to model interconnection networks. The nodes of the 
network are represented by the vertices of the graph and the communication links are 
represented by edges (if they are bidirectional) or arcs (if they are unidirectional). 
In designing an interconnection network the possibility of failure of some nodes or 
links must be taken into account. If some elements of the network cease to function 
the communication between the remaining nodes has to be still possible. Moreover, 
the designer must demand that the delay in the communications does not exceed some 
fixed value. 
These requirements lead to several optimization problems. One of them is the 
(d, D, D’, s)-(di)graph problem, that is, to find large, i.e., with order as large as possible 
(directed) graphs with maximum (out-)degree d, and diameter D such that the 
resulting (directed) graph, after the deletion of any s vertices, has diameter at most D’. 
This problem has been studied for graphs [4,13], directed graphs in the cases 
D’ = D = 2 [l l] and D’ = 3 [12] and for bipartite digraphs [9]. Another related 
problem is to study the diameter-vulnerability of graphs and digraphs. The diameter- 
vulnerability of a graph, defined in [2], is the maximum of the diameters of the 
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graphs obtained by deleting some of its vertices. The diameter-vulnerability of the de 
Bruijn and Kautz digraphs has been studied in [lo]. In [S] this parameter is studied 
for the underlying graphs of those digraphs. Other problems related with the fault- 
tolerance of networks have been studied. See [3] for a survey on this subject. 
We study in this paper the diameter-vulnerability of bipartite digraphs. After giving 
the most relevant notations and definitions in Section 2, in Section 3 we recall the 
diameter-vulnerability of the graph as a measure of reliability defined in [2]. We 
calculate a lower bound of this parameter for bipartite digraphs. Fiol and Yebra [7] 
constructed a family of bipartite digraphs, called BD(d, n), which contains bipartite 
digraphs with a large number of vertices when the maximum out-degree and the 
diameter are fixed. Two families of paths in BD(d,d’ + 1) which will be used in the 
following sections are defined in Section 4. In Section 5 we prove that the bipartite 
digraphs BD(d, dDA3 + dDp3) possess very good diameter-vulnerability properties. 
A routing algorithm for these digraphs is presented in Section 6. This algorithm finds 
a path of length at most D + 2 between any pair of vertices even if some nodes are 
faulty. Some examples of application of this algorithm are given. The case of faults in 
arcs can be treated analogously. 
2. Definitions and notation 
Some definitions are given in this section. The reader is referred to Chartrand and 
Lesniak [6] for additional graph concepts. 
A directed graph or digraph G = (V, A) consists of a set V of vertices and a set A of 
ordered pairs of vertices called arcs. The cardinality of V is called the order of the 
digraph. The set of vertices which are adjacent from (to) a given vertex v is denoted by 
r + (a) (r - (u)) and its cardinality is the out-degree of 0, df (u) = ) r ’ (u) ) (in-degree of u, 
d-(u) = 1 r-(u)I). A digraph is d-regular if, for all vertices u, d+(u) = d-(u) = d. 
A digraph G is strongly connected if for any pair of vertices u, u there is a path from u to 
u. The length of a shortest path from u to u is the distancefrom u to u and is denoted by 
d(u, u). Its maximum value over all pairs of vertices is the diameter of the digraph. If 
there is no path from u to u, we put d(u, u) = cc. Therefore, the diameter of a non- 
strongly connected digraph is infinity. A digraph is bipartite if there exists a partition 
of its set of vertices, I/ = V, u Vi, such that adjacent vertices are in different partite 
sets. For any set A of vertices of a digraph G, let T,+(A) be defined recursively by 
T,+(A) = r’(T,?,(A)) beginning with 
r:(A) = r+(A) = u r+(u). 
UEA 
When A = {u> we just write Tr’(u). 
The line digraph method is a well known technique which has been used in the study 
of the (d, D)-digraph problem (i.e., to find large digraphs with maximum out-degree 
d and diameter D). See, for example, Cl, S]. We recall here that in the line digraph LG 
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of a digraph G each vertex represents an arc of G, that is, V(LG) = {UU 1 (u, o) E A(G)}. 
A vertex uu is adjacent to a vertex wz if v = w, that is, whenever the arc (u, o.) of G is 
adjacent to the arc (w, z). If G has maximum out-degree d, then LG has also maximum 
out-degree d. Moreover, if G is d-regular with order n, then LG is d-regular and has 
order dn. If G is a strongly connected digraph different from a directed cycle, then the 
diameter of LG is the diameter of G plus one. We finally recall that if G is bipartite 
with partite sets V,, and V,, so is LG with partite sets which represent the arcs from V, 
to V, and the arcs from V1 to V,. 
Fiol and Yebra 173 constructed a family of bipartite digraphs, called BD(d, n). We 
recall here the definition and some properties of these digraphs. See [7] for proofs. 
For any positive integers d,n with d < n, the bipartite digraph BD(d,n) has set of 
vertices V = Z2 x Z, = {(CC, i); a E Z2, i E Z,) and each vertex (z,i) is adjacent to 
(a,( - l)“d(i + 2) + t) for any t E (0, 1, . . . ,d - l}, where, as usual, 0 = 1 and 7 = 0. 
The digraph BD(d, n) is d-regular and bipartite with partite sets V’, = (0) x Z, and 
V1 = (1) x Zn. These two partite sets are symmetrical because there is an automor- 
phism 4 of BD(d,n) such that (6( V,) = V1 and (6( V,) = VO. One important fact about 
this family is that the line digraph LBD(d, n) is isomorphic to BD(d,dn). If 
n = dD-’ + dD-4k-3, with 0 < k < L(D - 3)/41, BD(d,n) has diameter D. 
BD(d, dD-’ + dDe3) are the largest known bipartite digraphs (optimal if D = 3 or 
D = 4) with diameter D and maximum out-degree d. 
From Section 4 and ahead only the bipartite digraphs BD(d,n) with 
n = dDml + dDe3 will be considered. Since BD(d,n) 2 LDm3BD(d,d2 + 1) if 
n = dD- ’ + dDe3, the vertices of BD(d, n) will be represented as walks of length D - 3 
in BD(d,d’ + l), that is, as sequences of D - 2 vertices of BD(d,d’ + 1) such that 
consecutive vertices are adjacent. With this notation, a path of length t will be written 
as a sequence of length D - 2 + t, whose subsequences of D - 2 consecutive elements 
are the vertices of the path. 
We are going to use the following notation. If D - 2 is even, a vertex of BD(d, n) in 
V0 is of the form y,x, . . . yhxh, and a vertex in V1 is of the form x1 y, x),yh, where 
h = (D - 2)/2 and xi E V,,, yj E V1 are vertices of BD(d, d2 + 1). Analogously, if D - 2 
is odd, a vertex of BD(d, n) in V,, is of the form xOylxl . . yhxh, and a vertex in V1 is of 
the form ylxl . . . &,yh+l, where h = (D - 3)/2 and Xi E VO, yj E V1 are vertices of 
BD(d,d’ + 1). 
3. Diameter-vulnerability of bipartite digraphs 
The s-diameter-vulnerability, K(s; G), of a digraph G is the maximum of the 
diameters of the digraphs formed by removing s arbitrary vertices from G. From the 
definition, K(0; G) coincides with the diameter of G. The minimum value of s satisfying 
K(s; G) = CC coincides with the connectivity (that is, the minimum number of vertices 
that must be deleted to obtain a subdigraph of G which is not strongly connected). 
Since, trivially, K(d; G) = m , from now on, we consider only the case s < d. 
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In order to obtain a lower bound of the s-diameter-vulnerability of a bipartite 
digraph with fixed maximum out-degree and order, we calculate the maximum 
number of vertices of a bipartite digraph with maximum out-degree d and K(s; 
G) = m. Let G be a bipartite digraph with maximum out-degree d, order n and 
s-diameter-vulnerability m. Then, between any pair of non-adjacent vertices of G there 
exist at least s + 1 not necessarily disjoint paths of length at most m. If m is even, there 
are d + d3 + d5 + ... -t d”‘-’ paths of length less or equal than m - 1 from a vertex 
of V’, to the vertices of Vi. Therefore, we have 
I Vi I < d + 
@+d5+ 1 . . . +d”-’ s+l 
Similarly, we have the same inequality for 1 V, 1, so we can conclude that 
. . . 
n<2 d+ 
@+d5+ 
( 1 
+&‘-I 
s+l 
Analogously, if m is odd, 
+d”-’ 
From these equations, we can find a lower bound, l,(d,s,n), for the s-diameter- 
vulnerability m = K(s; G) of a bipartite digraph with maximum out-degree d and 
order n: Zb(d,s,n) = min{ l,, l,}, where 
1, = rlog,(d3 + (d2 - l)(n/2 - d)(s + l))] - 1 
and 
I, = rlog,(d2 + (d2 - l)(n/2 - l)(s + l))] - 1 
When n = 2(dDe1 + dD-3 ), a straightforward calculation leads to l,(d, s, n) = D + 1. 
4. Paths in BD(d, d2 + 1) 
The purpose of this section is to define two families of sets of paths, 9 (x, y; y’, x’) 
and 9 (x,x’; y, y’), in BD(d, d2 + 1). From these paths, we will construct disjoint paths 
of length at most D + 2 between vertices in BD(d, dD-’ + dDm3). Firstly, we are going 
to recall some properties of BD(d, d2 + 1). 
If (CI, i) is a vertex of BD(d, d2 + l), 
r:(a,i)={(a, -d’i-1-((ti+t2d))Iti,t2=0,1 ,..., d-l} 
Then, we have that r: (a, i) = I/, - {(a, i)}. So, there is a unique path of length 
2 between any pair of different vertices in V, and there are no cycles of length 2 in 
BD(d,d2 + 1). 
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Proposition 1. Let x and y be vertices of BD(d,d’ + 1) in difleerent partite sets. Then 
there are exactly d disjoint paths of length at most 3 from x to y. 
Proof. From any vertex yi in r + (x) - { y} there exists a unique path of length 2 to y, 
the path yixiy. If y&T ‘(x) we obtain d paths of length 3 from x to y. If y E r’(x), 
besides the path xy we obtain d - 1 additional paths of length 3. It is easy to check 
that in both cases these paths are disjoint. q 
Proposition 2. Let x and x’ be vertices of BD(d, d2 + 1) in the same partite set. Let y and 
y’ be vertices in r + (x) and r - (x’), respectively. Then there exist d - 1 disjoint paths of 
length at most 4 from x to x’, avoiding the arcs (x, y) and (y’,x’). 
Proof. Let us consider {vi, . . , vd_ i} = r + (x) - { y}. From vi to x’ there are d disjoint 
paths of length at most 3. One of them, say vlul wix’ (or, perhaps, vrx’), is such that 
w1 # y’ (or v1 # y’). From v2 to x’ there are d disjoint paths of length 3. One of them, 
say v2u2w2x, ’ is such that w2 # y’, wl. In the same way, for each i = 3, . , d - 1, there 
is a path ViUiWiX’ such that Wi # y’, wj for all j < i. It is not difficult to prove that the 
paths XViUiwix’, for i = 1, . . , d - 1, verify the required conditions (see Fig. 1). 0 
From these propositions, we are going to define two families of sets of paths in 
BD(d, d2 + 1) which are used in the next section to establish the diameter-vulnerabil- 
ity BD(d, dD-’ + dD-3). 
Let x and y be vertices of BD(d,d’ + 1) in different partite sets. Let y’ and x’ be 
vertices in r + (x) and r - ( y), respectively. Let Yl (x, y; y’, x’) be the set whose elements 
are the paths of length 3 from x to y avoiding the arcs xy’ and x’y. We define a set 
Y = .9(x, y; y’,x’) of d - 1 paths from x to y as follows: 
l If x = x’ and y = y’, 9 = Yl, which has d - 1 elements. 
l If x = x’ and y # y’, the set 9’ consists of the d - 2 paths in Yl and one path of 
length 5 xyabx”y, where x” # x is such that no path in Yl goes through the arc 
(x”, Y). 
a If x # x’ and y = y’, the set 9’ consists of the d - 2 paths in Yl and one path of 
length 5 xy”abxy, where y” # y is such that the arc (x, y") does not appear in any 
path in 9’i. 
l If x # x’, y # y’, y’ is adjacent to x’ and x is not adjacent to y, 9”r has d - 1 
elements. In this case, we consider 9 = pi. If x is adjacent to y, 9 is formed by the 
d - 2 paths in Yl and the path of length 5 xya’b’xy. 
l If x # x’, y # y’ and y’ is not adjacent to x’, we consider y” and x” such that xy’x”y 
and xy”x’y are paths of length 3 from x to y. From Proposition 1, y” is not adjacent 
to x”. Let y”abx” be a path from y” to x”. If x is not adjacent to y, the set .Y is 
formed by the d - 2 paths in Y1 and the path of length 5 xy”abx”y. This case is 
represented in Fig. 2. If x is adjacent to y (this is only possible if d 2 3), we have only 
d - 3 paths in pi. These paths and the paths of length 5 xy”abx”y and xya’b’xy, 
with a’ # a, are the elements of 9. 
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*d-l *d-l 
Fig. 1. Disjoint paths of length at most 4 between vertices of i?D(d,d’ + 1) in the same partite set. 
Yd-2 =d-2 
Fig. 2. P(x, y; y’, x’) when x # x’, y # y’, y’ is not adjacent o x’ and x is not adjacent o y. 
Let x and x’ be vertices of BD(d,d’ + 1) in the same partite set. Let y and y’ be 
vertices in I’ + (x) and r - (x’), respectively. We consider Z? (x, x’; y, y’) a set of d - 1 
disjoint paths of length at most 4 from x to y avoiding the arcs xy and y’x’. The 
existence of such a set follows from Proposition 2. 
5. Diameter-vulnerability of BD(d, dD- 1 + dDm3) 
It is proved in [9, Corollaries 1 and 23 that, for 3 < D < 5 and 1 < s < d - 1 the 
s-diameter-vulnerability of BD(d, dD- ’ + dDm3) coincides with the lower bound 
l,(d, s, n) = D + 1. We prove in this section that, for all values of D, the s-diameter- 
vulnerability of BD(d,dD-’ + dDm3) is D + 1 if d B 3 and 1 < s < d - 3 and is at 
most one larger if d 2 3 and s = d - 2, d - 1, or d = 2 and s = 1. 
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To that end, we are going to use the sets of paths in BD(d,d’ + 1) defined in 
Section 4 to construct d internally disjoint paths between any pair of non-adjacent 
vertices of BD(d, dD- ’ + dDe3). These paths have length at most D + 2 and at most 
2 of them have length equal to D + 2. They will be constructed using the fact that this 
digraph is isomorphic to the iterated line-digraph LDp3BD(d, dZ + 1) (see Section 2). 
We classify the paths between any pair of vertices U, u in BD(d, dD- ’ + dD- 3, into 
three classes. 
Class I: All paths of length d D - 2. 
Class II: All those paths of length D - 1, D or D + 1 which are obtained from paths 
of length 2, 3 or 4 in BD(d,d2 + 1) by starting at the last vertex of the sequence 
representing u and ending at the first vertex of the sequence representing 0. 
Class III: All those paths of length D + 2 which are obtained from paths of length 
5 in BD(d,d’ + 1) by starting at the last vertex of the sequence representing u and 
ending at the first vertex of the sequence representing v. 
Next we are going to describe d paths between any pair of non-adjacent vertices, 
distinguishing four cases. 
1. If D is even (odd) and u, v E I/,, (U E I/‘,, u E Vi) are vertices at distance 2k < D - 2 
(2k + 1 d D - 2), then U = (Xo)ylXl . . . ykXkyk+lXk+l . . . YhX,, and 2) = yk+ixk+, . 
L’hXdl x; 1.. yhx;(yh+ I). 
Between these vertices we have a path of class I: 
(~O)yl~l . ..ykxkyk+l ~~~.!h’%.$lX’l ... &(y;+l) 
The additional d - 1 paths in the classes II and III are constructed from the paths in 
the set 9 (x,,, yk + i; y;, xk) (see Section 4). At most 2 of these paths have length equal to 
D + 2. 
2. If D is even (odd) and u E l/O, v E I/, (u,u E V,) are vertices at distance 
2k - 1 < D - 3 (2k <D - 3), then U = (Xo)ylXl . ykXkyk+lXk+l . . YkXh and 2: = 
xkyk+ lxk+ 1 ... h%dlx; ... x;- ly;(x;). 
Between these vertices we have a path of class I: 
(Xo)Y 1X1 ‘.. ykXkyk+lXk+l .‘. YhXdlX; ... x;-lY;(X;). 
The additional d - 1 paths in the class II are constructed from the paths in the set 
2 (xh, &; y;, yk) (see Section 4). 
3. If D is even (odd) and U, v E V. (u E VO, v E Vi) are vertices at distance D. then 
l4 = (xo)y, . . . y,,xh and v = y;x; . . . x~(Y;+~), with xh not adjacent to y;. The paths 
from u to c’, which are of class II, are constructed from the d disjoint paths of length 
3 from xh to y; existing in BD(d,d” + 1) (see Proposition 1). 
4. If D is even (odd), u E V. and v E I/, (u, v E V,) are vertices at distance D - 1, then 
r.4 = (xo)yl . . . yhxh and v = xby; xi . yi(x;t). We only consider paths of class II from 
u to v. They are constructed from the d disjoint paths from xh to xb existing in 
BD(d,d2 + 1): one of length 2 and d - 1 of length 4 (see [9]). 
The remaining cases U, v in I/, and u E V,, v E I’, are symmetric to the above. 
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Theorem 1. Between any pair of non-adjacent vertices of BD(d,dD-’ + dDe3) there 
exist d disjoint paths of length at most D + 2. One of them has length equal to the 
distance between the vertices and at most 2 of them have length equal to D + 2. 
First of all, in the following lemmas we study the case of vertices at distance two. 
Lemma 1. Let D be even and u, v E V, be vertices at distance 2. The paths described in 
1 are disjoint. 
Lemma 2. Let D be odd and u, v E V, be vertices at distance 2. The paths described in 
2 are disjoint. 
We only prove Lemma 1, the proof of Lemma 2 being analogous. 
Proof of Lemma 1. From u to v we have a path P of class I: 
YlXlYZX2 ... YhXhY;X;, 
d - 1, d - 2 or d - 3 paths QS of class II: 
I I 
YlxlY2x2 ... Yh-%vsusY2x2 ... YhXhYlXl 
and none, 1 or 2 paths of class III: 
R = yl XlY2X2 . . . YhXhY”UbX”Y2X2 . . . YhXhY; X;, 
R’ = y1x1y2x2 . . . Yh-%Yd”xhY,xz . . . YhXhY;X;. 
We show that walks P and QS are disjoint. P is the path of length 2 upv, where 
P = x1Y2x2 ..’ Yhxhfl 
and the internal vertices in the path QS are: 
%,l = xlY2x2 ... YhXh%, 
4s,2i = Yi+ lxi+l . . . yhxht.&u,y2x2 ,.. YiXi if 1 < i < h, 
qs,2i-1 = xiYi+l ... Yhxhvs%Y2x2 ... xi-lyi if 2 < i < h, 
‘&,2h+l = %YZx2 *.. YhXhYl. 
Trivially, p # q.,l and p # qs,2h+l, because y; # v, and x1 # u,. 
In order to prove that p # qs,2i_ 1, suppose on the contrary that they are equal, that 
is,xi =Xi,YZ =Yi+l,XZ =Xi+l ,...,yh=yi-1,Xh=Xi-landy; =yi.Weconsiderthe 
equivalence relation digraph defined in [lo]: its vertices are xi, y,, x2, . . . , yh, xh, y;, 
and its arcs (from the vertices on the left-hand side to the vertices on the right-hand 
side) represent the above equations. In these equations, x1 and y; only appear on the 
left-hand side and us, u, only appear on the right-hand side and the others appear once 
on the left-hand side and once on the right-hand side. Thus, in the equivalence relation 
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digraph the out-degrees of x1 and y; are 1, the in-degrees of us, u, are 1 and the others 
have out- and in-degree 1. Then, there exists a path from x1 to u, and a path from y’, to 
v,. This contradicts xi # u, and y; # 0,. In a similar way we can show that the other 
walks are also disjoint. q 
Proof of Theorem 1. From these results and using induction on D, we are going to 
show that the d paths described above are disjoint. For D = 3, this fact follows from 
Propositions 1 and 2. Let us suppose that it is true for D - 1. Let u and r be vertices of 
BD(d,dD-’ + dDe3) at distance m > 2 (m = 2 is solved in Lemmas 1 and 2). The 
vertices u and v represent arcs of BD(d, dD-* + dDe4). Let us consider the following 
two vertices in BD(d,dDd2 + dD-4), u’ the vertex obtained by removing the first 
element of the sequence representing u and v’ the vertex obtained by removing the last 
element of the sequence representing v. Note that, since u’ and u’ are not adjacent there 
are d disjoint paths in BD(d, dD-’ + dDp4) between them. Applying the line digraph 
technique, we obtain d disjoint paths in BD(d,dD-’ + dDF3) from u to r. Cl 
Corollary 1. Let G be the bipartite digraph BD(d,dD-’ + dDe3). Then the s-diameter- 
vulnerability of G is: 
l K(s; G) = Ib(s,d,2(dDe1 + dD-“)) = D + 1 ifd 2 3 and 1 < s < d - 3. 
l K(s; G) d Ib(S,d,2(dDe1 + dD-3)) + 1 = D + 2 if d > 3 and s = d - 2,d - 1 or 
d = 2 and s = 1. 
6. Routing algorithms 
Using the results showed in the last section, we can construct an algorithm to find 
a path of length at most D + 2 between any pair of vertices of the network, even when 
up to d - 1 nodes are faulty. 
The informal description of the algorithm is as follows: First, we write the source 
node, the destination node and the faulty nodes as sequences, as described in 
Section 2. Then we construct the path of class I between the source and the destina- 
tion vertices and check whether any faulty nodes lie on this path. If so, we construct 
the paths of class II between these vertices described in Section 5 until we find one 
which does not contain faulty nodes. If that is not possible, we construct the paths of 
class III. One of them does not contain any of the faulty nodes. 
We show next an example of application of this algorithm. Consider d = 3 and 
D = 8, that is, the digraph BD(3,2430). We take as the source node u = (0,200) and as 
the destination node o = (0,628). The sequences which represent them are: 
u = (1, W-4 2)(1, W2 7)(1,3)(0>0), 
7) = (1,7)(0,7)(1,3)(0,0)(~,0)(0,~). 
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Consider now two sets of two faulty nodes. 
l fi = (0,100) = (1,9)(0,1)(1,3)(0,8)(1,6)(0,0) and f2 = (1,300) = (0, l)(l, 3)(0,8)(1,6) 
(O,O)(l,O). The path of class I avoids the faulty nodes. The algorithm gives the 
shortest path: (0,200), (1,600), (0,628). 
l fi = (1,600) = (0,2)(1,7)(0,7)(1,3)(0,0)(1,0) and f2 = (1,601) = (0,2)(1,7)(0,7)(1,3) 
(O,O)(l, 1). In this case, the algorithm gives a path of class III, of length 10: (0,200), 
(1,602), (0,623), (1,1870), (0,1679), (1,177), (0,1897), (1,833), (0,2360), (1,2220), 
(0,628). 
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